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ABSTRACT
In recent years many researchers have investigated the use of Markov
Random Fields (MRFs) for computer vision. They can be applied
for example to reconstruct surfaces from sparse and noisy depth
data coming from the output of a visual process, or to integrate
early vision processes to label physical discontinuities. In this paper we show that by applying mean field theory to those MRFs
models a class of neural networks is obtained. Those networks can
speed up the solution for the MRFs models. The method is not
restricted to computer vision.

1

Introduction

In recent years many researchers (Geman and Geman, 1984) (Marroquin et. al.
1987) (Gamble et. al. 1989) have investigated the use of Markov Random Fields
(MRFs) for early vision. Coupled MRFs models can be used for the reconstruction
of a function starting from a set of noisy sparse data, such as intensity, stereo, or
motion data. They have also been used to integrate early vision processes to label
physical discontinuities. Two fields are usually required in the MRFs formulation
of a problem: one represents the function that has to be reconstructed, and the
other is associated to its discontinuities. The reconstructed function, say I, has
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Figure 1: The 6quare lattice with the line proceu I and the field
pizel6.

J defined at 60me

a continuous range and the discontinuity field, say I, is a binary field (1 if there
is a discontinuity and 0 otherwise, see figure 1). The essence of the MRFs model
is that the probability distribution of the configuration of the fields, for a given
a set of data, has a Gibbs distribution for some cost functional dependent upon
a small neighborhood. Since the fields have a discrete range, to find the solution
becomes a combinatorial optimization problem, that can be solved by means of
methods like the Monte Carlo one (simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick and all, 1983),
for example). However it has a main drawback: the amount of computer time
needed for the implementation.
We propose to approximate the solution of the problem formulated in the MRFs
frame with its "average solution." The mean field theory (MFT) allows us to find
deterministic equations for MRFs whose solution approximates the solution of the
statistical problem. A class of neural networks can naturally solve these equations
(Hopfield, 1984) (Koch et. al., 1985) (Geiger and Yuille, 1989). An advantage of
such an approach is that the solution of the networks is faster than the Monte Carlo
techniques, commonly used to deal with MRFs.
A main novelty in this work, and a quite general one, is to show that the binary
field representing the discontinuities can be averaged out to yield an effective theory independent of the binary field. The possibility of writing a set of equations
describing the network is also useful for a better understanding of the nature of the
solution and of the parameters of the model. We show the network performance in
an example of image reconstruction from sparse data.
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2

MRFs and Bayes approach

One of the main attractions of MRFs models in vision is that they can deal directly
with discontinuities. We consider coupled MRFs depending upon two fields, J
and I. For the problem of image reconstruction the field J represents the field to
be smoothed and I represents the discontinuities. In this case I is a binary field,
assuming the values 1 if there is a discontinuity and 0 otherwise. The Markov
property asserts that the probability of a certain value of the field at any given
site in the lattice depends only upon neighboring sites. According to the CliffordHammersley theorem, the prior probability of a state of the fields J and I has the
Gibbs form:

P(j, I)

1
= _e-fjU(J,I)

Z

(2.1)

where J and I are the fields, e.g. the surface-field and its discontinuities, Z is the
normalization constant also known as the partition function, U(j, I) = Ei Ui(J, I)
is an energy function that can be computed as the sum of local contributions from
each lattice site i, and f3 is a parameter that is called the inverse of the natural
temperature of the field. If a sparse observation 9 for any given surface-field / is
given and a model of the noise is available then one knows the conditional probability
P(gIJ, I). Bayes theorem then allows us to write the posterior distribution:

.!.

-fjv(JI,)
P(J II ) = P(gIJ, I)P(j, I) =
, 9
P(g)
- Ze
.

(2.2)

For the case of a sparse image corrupted by white gaussian noise

V(j,llg) = L~i(ji _gi)2

+ Ui(j,l)

(2.3)

i

=

where ~i;
1 or 0 depending on whether data are available or not. V(J,llg) is
sometimes called the visual cost !unction. The solution for the problem is the given
by some estimate of the fields. The maximum of the posterior distribution or other
related estimates of the "true" data-field value can not be computed analytically,
but sample distributions of the field with the probability distribution of (2.2) can
be obtained using Monte Carlo techniques such as the Metropolis algorithm. These
algorithms sample the space of possible values of the fields accwding to the proba.bility distribution P(j,llg).
A drawback of coupled MRFs has been the amount of computer time used in the
Metropolis algorithm or in simulated annea.ling (Kirkpatrick et. al., 1983).
A justification for using the mean field (MF) as a measure of the fields, J for example, resides in the fact that it represents the minimum variance Bayes estimator.
More precisely, the average variance of the field J is given by
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Va".!

= LU -

/)2 PU, llg)

I,l

where / is a given estimate of the field, the EJ,l represents the sum over all the
possible configurations of / and " and Va".! is the variance. Minimizing Va".! with
respect to all possible values of / we obtain

This equation for / defines the deterministic MF equations.
2.1

MFT and Neural Networks

To connect MRFs to neural networks, we use Mean field theory (MFT) to obtain
deterministic equations from MRFs that represent a class of neural networks.
The mean field for the values f and I at site i are given by

" = L "PU, llg)

and

r. = L
1.1

The sum over the binary process, Ii
approximation,

Ii =

L

e-tn~i(J'-"i)2+Ui(J.f#i.I,=1)]

----Z-.- - -

(2.5)

•

where the partition function Z where factorized as

=L

(2.4)

0,1 gives for (2.3), using the mean field

I

Zi

'i P(/, Ilg)

e- fJ >'i(Ji-"i)2 (e-fJUi(/,f#,.li=O)

TIi Zi'

In this case

+ e- fJUi (J,T#i,I,=l»).

I

Another way to write the equation for / is
_fJV.-llecti ..

"

" = L.J"
I
where

e

•

Z.

•

(2.6)
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The important result obtained here is that the effective potential does not dependend on the binary field Ii. The line process field has been eliminated to yield a
temperature dependent effective potential (also called visual cost function). The
interaction of the field f with itself has changed after the line process has been
averaged out. We interpret this result as the effect of the interaction of the line
processes with the field f to yield a new temperature dependent potential.
The computation of the sum over all the configurations of the field f is hard and
we use the saddle point approximation. In this case is equivalent to minimize
veJJeeti""(f). A dynamical equation to find the minimum of veJJeeti'Oe is given by
introducing a damping force
that brings the system to equilibrium. Therefore the
mean field equation under the mean field and saddle point approximation becomes

*

.!!.... ~eJJeeti'Oe(1 r = 8h
8h •

,'J

(2.8)

8t

Equation (2.8) represents a class of unsupervised neural networks coupled to (2.5).
The mean field solution is given by the fixed point of (2.8) and (2.5) it is attained
after running (2.8) and (2.5) as t ........ 00. This network is better understood with an
example of image reconstruction.

3

Example: Image reconstruction

To reconstruct images from sparse data and to detect discontinuities we use the
weak membrane model where Ui(J, I) in two dimensions is given by

u..'" ·(f, h , v)

=

Q

~[(-I. . -

L...J J."

i,;

J',,. . 1)2(1-h.'" ')+(/''" '- J.-"
-I. 1 .)2(1_v . .)]+"V(J.. ·+V· .)
'"
'''i"
'"
I

(3.1)
and

Q

and l' are positive parameters.

The first term, contains the interaction between the field and the line processes: if
the horizon tal or vertical gradient is very high at site (i, j) the corresponding line
1), to make the visual cost
process will be very likely to be active (~,; 1 or Vi,;
function decrease and signal a discontinuity. The second term takes into account
the price we pay each time we create a discontinuity and is necessary to prevent
the creation of discontinuities everywhere. The effective cost function (2.7) then
becomes

=

=
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Figure 2: The network i& repre,ented for the one dimen&ional ca,e. The line, are
the connection,

Vai" = ~ ["\ii(Ji,i-9i,i )2+a(a~i)2+(ai,i)2- ~ln[(I+e-"('Y-a4t/»)(1+e-"('Y-a4i./»]]
',J
(3.2)
where a~i
-

= Ii.; -

fi-1,i, ar,i

= Ii,i -

1
----..",.....~-',J - 1 + e"('Y-a(f'.j-la-l,j)2)

h· . -

Ji';-l

and

and (2.5) is then given by

1

, = 1 + e"('Y- a ( J,'.j- f,'.j-d 2 )

Vi i

(3.3).

we point out here that while the line process field is a binary field, its mean value
is a continuous (analog) function in the range between 0 and 1.
Discretizing (2.8) in time and applying for (3.2), we obtain

1.';+1 =

I.j - w [..\ii(h~i -

-a(l.~i -1."_1,;)(1 where h.,i
algorithm.
by (3.4) at
J again at

a(l.~i -1.~i-1)(1 - v~i) + a(l.~i+1 -1.~i)(1 - v~i+d
hf.i) + a(l."+1'i -1.~i)(l- hf+1,i)]

9i,i) -

and vi,i are given by the network (3.3) and n is the time step on the
We notice that (3.4) is coupled with (3.3) such that the field fis updated
step n and then (3.3) updates the field h and v before (3.4) updates field
step n + 1.

This is a simple unsupervised neural network where the imput are the fields J and
the output is the line process field h or v. This network is coupled to the network
(2.8) to solve for the field J and then constitute the global network for this problem
(see figure 2). It has been shown by many authors and (Geiger and Yuille, 1989)
that these class of networks is equivalent to Hcpfield networks (Hopfield, 1984)
(Koch et. al., 1985).

(3.4)
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Figure 3: a. The .dill life image 128 x 128 pizel6. The image 6moothed with
I = 1400 and Q = 4 for 9 iteration6. The line proceS6 field (needs thinning). b. A
face image of 128 x 128 pizel6. Randomly chosen 50 % of the original image (for
di6play the other 50% are filled with white dot6). c. The network described above i6
applied to 6mooth and fill in using the same parameters and for 10 iterations. For
comparison we show the results of simply bluring the 6par6e data (no line process
field).

An important connection we make is to show (Geiger and Girosi, 1989) (Geiger,
1989) that the work of Blake and Zisserman (Blake and Zisserman, 1987) can be
seen as an approximation of these results.
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In the zero temperature limit (f3 -+ 00) (3.3) becomes the Heaviside function (1
or 0) and the interpretation is simple: when the horizontal or vertical gradient are
larger than a threshold (JI) a vertical or horizontal discontinuity is created.

4

Results

We applied the network to a real still life image and the result was an enhancement
of specular edges, shadow edges and some other contours while smoothing out the
noise (see Figure 3a). This result is consistent with all the images we have used.
From one face image we produced sparse data by randomly suppressing 50% of
the data. (see Figure 3b). We then applied the neural network to reconstruct the
lmage.
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